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Abstract. Rapid near-infrared �NIR� diffuse optical tomography is
implemented using a low-coherence source. The spectral bandwidth
of the low-coherence source is dispersed and coupled to linearly
bundled fibers, such that “spread”-spectral encoding among the
bundled fibers is formed, and could be used for parallel source illu-
mination onto tissue. In comparison with a previous spectral-
encoding technique that employed multiple laser diodes, the use of a
low-coherence source for spread-spectral encoding presents a few
unique characteristics: �1� it provides shift-free spectral encoding; �2�
it reduces the reconstruction uncertainty significantly owing to the
minimization of spontaneous channel-to-channel intensity fluctua-
tion; and �3� it enables the implementation of NIR tomography into an
endoscopic imaging mode. A 20-mW superluminescent diode cen-
tered at 840 nm with a 40-nm bandwidth is used as the source, and a
sampling speed of 5 Hz is obtained in a 27-mm imaging array con-
sisting of eight sources and eight detection channels. The principles of
using a low-coherence source for spread-spectral encoding are elabo-
rated, the characteristic performances are demonstrated, and the pre-
liminary results of imaging hemoglobin absorption variations during
10 s of voluntary breath-holding are presented. © 2007 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2709636�
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1 Introduction

Near-infrared �NIR� diffuse optical tomography �DOT� is an
interesting noninvasive imaging technique that provides
blood-based functional contrast. The diagnostic premises of
NIR-DOT have been demonstrated on the detection of breast
cancer as well as the assessment of brain functionality.1–12

NIR-DOT takes advantage of the high intrinsic optical ab-
sorption of hemoglobin as compared to other tissue constitu-
ents such as water in the NIR spectral region, which in prin-
ciple enables high sensitivity and potentially rapid sampling
for hemodynamic imaging applications. However, NIR imag-
ing uses diffused photons as measured through transmission
of significant volumes of tissue, and after they undergo many
scattering events. Thus, the intrinsic information related to
where the photon was launched from is lost when it is de-
tected, and therefore a mechanism of differentiating the origin
of the signal path from a particular source to a detector must
be implemented. This is especially important for high imaging
speed, where sequential illumination significantly decreases
the illumination time. Simultaneous source-detector �S-D�
pair separation through frequency encoding has been widely
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applied, however, the imaging speeds of such systems rarely
surpassed 1 Hz for thick tissue tomographic imaging due to
the extensive rf instrumentation required for frequency multi-
plexing and the detection of rf signals in many channels.1,3,5 A
sampling speed below 1 Hz is less likely to provide the dy-
namic physiological changes that are known to occur in the
vascular space with changes in pulsation, blood pressure, con-
trast agent flow, or response to pressure. NIR tomography at
2- to 3-Hz frame rate has been demonstrated by mechanical
switching of the source.13,14 In this configuration, one laser
diode �LD� is used for one “color” of the NIR tomography,
and the LD output is sequentially coupled to each source
channel by a fast scanning setup driven by a high-speed step-
per motor. This frame rate can be significantly increased by
decreasing the number of sequential sources used; however,
this will also decrease the overall image quality proportion-
ately. The use of switching is certainly the most straightfor-
ward method for the isolation of S-D channels; however, it
does not necessarily reach the highest speed due to the se-
quential switching where a start-stop scanning pattern is nec-
essary to have sufficient illumination in each channel for a
detectable signal-to-noise ratio �SNR�. The use of mechanical
switching may also degrade the system’s stability and perfor-
1083-3668/2007/12�1�/014016/12/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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mance in the long term due to environmental factors such as
vibration.

Rapid NIR tomography up to video-rate sampling was
demonstrated by spectral encoding of multiple LDs in our
previous work.15,16 In this approach, each LD is operated at a
unique wavelength, and many LDs provide a series of emis-
sions that are spectrally encoded. This source spectral encod-
ing ensures parallel illumination of all source channels and
parallel decoding of all S-D signals by spectrometer separa-
tion. Simultaneous sampling of all S-D pairs is therefore fea-
sible with data acquisition devices such as a CCD camera.
Imaging speeds up to 35 Hz have been achieved based on this
technique, which enables real-time imaging of fast hemody-
namic responses in small animals.17 This LD-based spectral-
encoding technique, however, is subject to a few limitations.
In this LD-based spectral-encoding configuration, a separate
constant-current driver and a temperature controller are re-
quired for each LD to tune the emission wavelength precisely
and independently. When many LDs are implemented, the
wavelength difference in between neighboring channels must
be maintained at a very small number ��1 nm� such that the
overall spectral band of the sources does not introduce signifi-
cant wavelength-dependent absorption variance among the
source channels. This requires that the emission wavelength
of each LD be maintained at high accuracy. This, however,
becomes problematic if mode-hopping occurs among the LDs.
Moreover, since each LD is driven separately, the light inten-
sity variations among the channels are noncorrelated. The
spontaneous intensity fluctuation among channels could affect
the data calibration, thereby degrading the uncertainty of the
imaging due to the ill-conditioning of NIR tomography recon-
struction. It has been found in this LD-based spectral-
encoding system that an overall intensity fluctuation of 1.2%
occurs over a 30-min period, which causes an uncertainty of
4.8% in the reconstructed absorption coefficient. In this LD-
based system, a reference channel was deployed to monitor
the intensity fluctuation and the wavelength shift of each LD.
This setup might be useful to compensate for the detected
intensity fluctuation with respect to an original reference; nev-
ertheless, when there is a spectral band overlapping or cross-
ing due to spontaneous LD mode-hopping, the spectral-
encoding profile is altered, the complete S-D signal pairs
could not be discerned, and the data may have to be dis-
carded.

In this paper, we present an alternative configuration of
spectral encoding for rapid sampling of biological tissues in
NIR tomography. This alternative approach utilizes a single
low-coherence source instead of multiple LDs, and bundled
fibers instead of individual fiber patch cords used for LD cou-
pling. The spectrum of the low-coherence �or equivalently
wideband� light source is dispersed by a grating, and coupled
unto linearly bundled fibers. Such a configuration forms a
spread-spectral encoding among the bundled fibers, in which
the spectral encoding is free of alteration, and the fluctuation
among encoding intensities is minimized. Moreover, this con-
figuration enables the arrangement of the fiber arrays in an
endoscopic outward-imaging geometry that extends rapid NIR
tomography to imaging of internal organs.18 A 20-mW super-
luminescent diode centered at 840 nm with a 40-nm band-

width is used for the spread-spectral-encoding configuration,
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and a 5-Hz imaging rate is achieved by a 27-mm imaging
array consisting eight sources and eight detectors. In this pa-
per, the design that underlines this technique is introduced, the
performance and calibration of this system are presented, and
the imaging of periodical absorption changes induced by he-
modynamic variations are demonstrated in vivo.

2 Principle of Spectral Encoding Using
a Low-Coherence Source

2.1 Review of Spectral Encoding Based on Multiple
Laser Diodes

NIR tomography measurement of discriminated S-D signals
can be described intuitively by the following equation:

�signals for

all S-D pairs
� = �detector

decoding
��sensitivity

matrix
��source

encoding
�

��sources� , �1�

and for each detector, the measurement M corresponds to a
total of N sources as specified by the following matrix formu-
lation of Eq. �1�:

MN�1 = �N�N
−1 WN�N�N�NSN�1, �2�

where S denotes the source, � represents the encoding opera-
tion applied to the source, W accounts for the weight matrix
or sensitivity matrix that is determined by the optical proper-
ties of the medium as well as the geometry of the imaging
array, and �−1 indicates the decoding operation applied to the
detector.

When the source encoding is performed by sequential
switching,13 the encoding and decoding operations are time-
based such that they can be expressed as ��t� and �−1�t�. This
configuration provides the most straightforward encoding;
however, the time-series multiplexing may ultimately limit
the imaging speed. Parallel launching of the sources can im-
prove the imaging speed in principle, whereby a source-
encoding mechanism, other than a time-based operation, is
necessary. Frequency multiplexing is a commonly used
method for parallel source illumination, where the encoding
and decoding operators become frequency based, as described
by ��f� and �−1�f�. In frequency multiplexing although the
S-D pairs can be sampled simultaneously, the detectable dy-
namic range of each S-D signal is linearly reduced when more
sources are added on, and the lowest level signals are poten-
tially buried under the noise present in the higher intensity
signals.

A potentially more robust approach of parallel source illu-
mination is the spectral-encoding technique.15,16 Multiple LDs
are used in this configuration as in frequency multiplexing,
whereas the source encoding is performed by spectral dis-
crimination that is to operate each LD at different wavelength.
Correspondingly the decoding of the signal is obtained by
spectroscopic separation, as illustrated in Fig. 1�a�. The
encoding/decoding operations in this configuration are wave-
length based as expressed by ���� and �−1���, and Eq. �2�

can be specified as
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Fig. 1 �a� Spectral encoding based on multiple LDs shown schematically, �b� the spread-spectral encoding based on a low-coherence source, and

in �c� details of a spread-spectral encoding illustrated from the source into the fibers, prior to the tissue.
Fig. 3 �a� Schematic diagram of the spread-spectral-encoding system, �b� photograph of the system, �c� photograph of the spread-spectral-encoding

optics, and �d� a detailed view of the coupling of the dispersed beam over to the linearly bundled fibers.
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where ��n� �n=1,2 , . . . ,N� indicates that a wavelength of �n

is chosen for the source, and 1/ ��n� represents that the signal
is separated with respect to �n. In the weight matrix
Wmn �m ,n=1,2 , . . . ,N�, the index m denotes the encoding
wavelength chosen for the source, and the index n identifies
the source contributing to the measured tissue volume. This
approach performs the decoding of all S-D pairs prior to the
photoelectronic conversion for signal sampling; thereby, in
principle, a higher sampling speed can be reached without
compromising the dynamic range of each S-D channel.16

2.2 Spread-Spectral Encoding Based
on a Low-Coherence Source

In this work, an alternative spectral-encoding configuration is
implemented. This technology, specified as “spread-spectral
encoding,” is based on a low-coherence �implying a wide
bandwidth� light source rather than multiple LDs. The meth-
odology of this approach is illustrated in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�.
The spectrum of a low-coherence source can be dispersed by
a grating and collimated thereafter to form a 1-D spatial spec-
tral distribution. This linear spectral distribution can be
coupled to linearly aligned fibers such that the light coupling
to each fiber has a small wavelength offset from the neighbor-
ing ones. The use of a low-coherence source gives a “spread”-
spectral encoding among the fibers for parallel illumination
unto the tissue, and it provides several unique characteristics
in comparison to the LD-based spectral-encoding approach.
First, the wavelength difference in between the neighboring
channels is generated by the grating dispersion of a low co-
herence light, therefore the spectral encoding coupled to the
fibers is always reliable and none of the coupled bands will
overlap or cross the neighboring ones. This shift-free spectral
encoding ensures that none of the data have to be discarded.
Second, the interchannel intensity profile always follows the
source spectrum, thus the spontaneous channel-to-channel in-
tensity fluctuation can be minimized. This may lead to sub-
stantially confined reconstruction uncertainty. Third, the linear
fiber bundle used for source coupling can be fabricated with
bare or thin-coating fibers, which makes it feasible to arrange
the fibers into a circular array inside a small probe for endo-
scopic interrogation that extends NIR tomography to imaging
of internal organs.18 The implementation of NIR optical to-
mography to the endoscopic mode was difficult with conven-

tional methods including the LD-based spectral-encoding
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technique, because the separate coupling of each LD to a
connector-terminated fiber or light guide is rather bulky and
integrating many channels of such jacketed fibers inside an
endoscopic probe is almost prohibitive.

The dimension of the collimated beam strip at the fiber
bundle facet plane, as shown in Fig. 1�c�, is given by small-
angle approximation as

LFWHM = 2f tan ���� 
f��FWHM

p�1 − ��0/p − sin ��2�1/2 , �4�

where f is the focal length of the collimating lens following
the grating dispersion, �� is half of the angular dispersion of
the low-coherence source by the grating, ��FWHM is the
FWHM spectral bandwidth of the source, �0 is the center
wavelength of the source, p is the grating period, and � is the
beam incident angle with respect to the grating normal. For a
linear fiber bundle consisting of N bare fibers aligned side by
side, the total spectral band coupled to the fiber bundle is

��bundle = N��fiber = N
dfiber

LFWHM
��FWHM

= N
dfiber

f
p�1 − ��0/p − sin ��2�1/2, �5�

where ��fiber is the bandwidth coupled to each fiber, and dfiber
is the diameter of one fiber. For this spread-spectral encoding,
the argument ��n� of the encoding/decoding operators ����
and �−1��� in Eq. �3� can be replaced by

��n� = ��0 + �n −
N + 1

2
���fiber� , �6�

where the total number of the bundled fibers N is assumed to
be even, and the overall spectral band coupled to the fiber
bundle is assumed to be centered at �0.

2.3 Superluminescent Diode: A Low-Coherence
Source for Spread-Spectral Encoding

There are at least three parameters to consider for the use of a
low coherence source in spread-spectral encoding: �1� the
center wavelength, �2� the spectral bandwidth, and �3� the
power. A center wavelength around 800 nm is required as
NIR tomography operates in the neighbor of this band. A
narrow bandwidth of �10 nm is preferred for coupling to the
fiber bundle to minimize the wavelength-dependent absorp-
tion variation that would occur among the source channels. A
high power at tens of milliwatts is required to provide suffi-
cient illumination onto each channel following the segmenta-
tion of the light power among fibers by spectral encoding.
There are a number of types of low-coherence sources avail-
able on the market. Among these sources, the light emitting
diode �LED� can provide hundreds of milliwatts in a narrow
bandwidth of several nanometers, but the collimation and
coupling of LED emission into a fiber for grating illumination
is rather difficult. A white light source such as a tungsten or
halogen lamp provides tens of watts across hundreds of na-
nometers; however, coupling such a source into small fibers is
always highly problematic. A fiber-based stimulated emission

amplifier source may provide high power for low-coherence
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light illumination; nevertheless, this type of source is mostly
centered around 1300 or 1550 nm. A pulsed light source such
as a femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser is perhaps the most pow-
erful within a narrow bandwidth; but this type of source is
still currently quite expensive or bulky, although future gen-
erations may be more attractive.

A superluminescent diode �SLD� �or superluminescent
LED, SLED�, is an LED in which there is stimulated emission
with amplification but insufficient feedback for oscillations to
build up to achieve lasing action.19 SLDs have similar geom-
etry to LDs, but have no built-in optical feedback mechanism
as required by an LD to achieve lasing action for amplifica-
tion of narrow modes. SLDs have structural features similar to
the edge-emitting LED �ELED� that suppresses lasing action
by reducing the reflectivity of the facets. A SLD is
essentially20 a combination of an LD and an ELED.

The functioning principles of LEDs, LDs, and SLDs are
compared schematically in Fig. 2.21 An idealized LED emits
incoherent spontaneous emission over a wide spectral range
into a large solid angle. The unamplified light emerges in one
pass from a depth limited by the material absorption. The
LED output is unpolarized and increases linearly with input
current. An idealized LD emits coherent stimulated emission
�and negligible spontaneous emission� over a narrow spectral
range and a solid angle. The light emerges after many passes
over an extended length with intermediate partial mirror re-
flections. The LD output is usually polarized and increases
abruptly at a threshold current that provides just enough
stimulated gain to overcome losses along the round-trip path
and at the mirrors. In an idealized SLD, however, the sponta-
neous emission experiences stimulated gain over an extended
path and, possibly, one mirror reflection, but no feedback is
provided. The output is low coherence compared with a LD
due to the spontaneous emission; on the other hand, it is at
high power with respect to an LED because of the stimulated
gain. The SLD output, which may be polarized, increases su-
perlinearly versus current with a knee occurring when a sig-
nificant net positive gain is achieved.22

In the last decade, SLDs at several wavelength options
have been implemented extensively in low-coherence
interferometry23–28 and optical coherence tomography
techniques29–35 owing to their relatively high power available
at the order of 10 mW and a bandwidth of tens of nanom-
eters, which corresponds to a low temporal coherence at an

Fig. 2 Comparison of LEDs, LDs, and SLDs, where the SLD produces
a medium level of spectral content, as compared to an LED or a laser.
The figure is modified from Ref. 21.
order of 10 �m. The spread-spectral-encoding method pre-
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sented in this paper demonstrates that SLD sources are also
applicable to NIR-DOT.

3 Design and Instrumentation
The schematic structure of the rapid NIR tomography system
based on spread-spectral encoding of a SLD source is illus-
trated in Fig. 3�a�, and a photograph of this NIR imager is
shown in Fig. 3�b�. The SLD �Superlum Inc.� source includes
a built-in isolator, and delivers 20-mW fiber-coupled power
with an 840-nm center wavelength and a 40-nm FWHM
bandwidth. The SLD emission was collimated by an objective
lens and directed onto a 1200 grooves/mm diffraction grat-
ing. The dispersed light was then collimated by a planoconvex
lens of 200 mm focal length. The center portion of the beam
strip was coupled to a linear fiber bundle consisting of eight
600-�m bare fibers aligned side by side. The wavelength
band of the light coupled to each fiber has a small offset from
the neighboring ones, but the coupled bands are adjacent, thus
the overall coupling to the fiber bundle forms a “spread-
spectral” encoding. The spectrally encoded light was deliv-
ered by the linear fiber bundle to a circular imaging array
where these fibers split for source illumination. The photo-
graph in Fig. 3�c� illustrates this linear fiber coupling and
linear-to-circular delivery configuration. Figure 3�d� details
the unfolded top and side views of the beam path from the
grating dispersion up to the fiber-bundle coupling. The posi-
tioning of the grating center and the linear fiber bundle at the
Fourier planes of the collimating lens ensured that the same
spectral component of the dispersed beam focused and fell
onto the same fiber of the bundle.

The bundled bare fibers were custom-polished and sleeved
with black heat-shrinking tubes in between the beam coupler
and the imaging array to suppress any crosstalk or ambient
lighting background. The diameter of the imaging array was
27 mm, which was identical to that used in the LD-based
spectral-encoding system.16 Thus, the image reconstruction
methods used in the LD-based system could be employed, and
the system performance could be compared directly. Eight
600-�m-diam detector fibers were interspersed evenly with
respect to the source fibers, and these detector fibers were
vertically aligned at the spectrometer entrance slit. The
spread-spectral-encoded signals were separated vertically by
detector fiber location and discriminated horizontally by spec-
tral decoding, such that all S-D pairs were sampled in parallel
by a CCD camera.

The spectrometer �Princeton Instruments� had a ruled grat-
ing blazed at 1200 lines per mm, which when used in a
300-mm-focal-plane system, provided a spectral spread of
2.7 nm/mm across the detection plane, and measured at a
0.1-nm resolution. A 512�512 CCD camera �Acton Re-
search� having chip size of 8.2�8.2 mm2 was used to image
the spectral spread with flexibility in binning pixels and iso-
lating neighboring channels. The CCD was operated at
−30°C, and had a gain control setting up to 4095. This
spectrometer-CCD configuration was verified to be able to
resolve 10- to 15-nm band spectral-encoded signals.16 A
frame streaming software StreamPix �Norpix Inc.� was used
for continuous data acquisition along with real-time frame
streaming to the hard disk for off-line image reconstruction. A

sampling rate of 5 Hz was achieved at 175 ms of frame ex-
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posure time, a gain control setting at 3000, and vertical bin-
ning of 2 pixels.

4 Characteristics of Spread-Spectral Encoding
4.1 Spectral Band and Power Coupled into

the Linear Fiber Bundle
The spread-spectral-encoding profile coupled to the linear fi-
ber bundle is plotted in Fig. 4�a�. This was measured by plac-
ing a detection fiber at the center of the imaging array to form
equal distances to all eight sources. The spectral bandwidth
coupled to the fibers is ��bundle=11.88 nm, with a near-
uniform 1.49-nm increment between neighboring channels.
This overall spectral band is slightly wider than that accom-
plished in the LD-based configuration; however, this band can
be reduced by adjusting the dispersion/coupling optics, as il-
lustrated in Eqs. �4� and �5�. Because a single source is used,
the spectral bandwidth and power coupled to the fibers are
associated. This is detailed in Fig. 4�b�. Consider a SLD
source with a Gaussian spectrum profile of

S0��� =
2�ln 2/��1/2

��FWHM
exp �− 4 ln 2� � − �0

��FWHM
�2� , �7�

and assume that only the middle portion of the dispersed
beam is coupled to the fiber bundle, the coupled spectrum
profile is essentially a Gaussian spectrum truncated on both
sides �illustrated in the right half of Fig. 1�c��. The percentage
of the spectrum power remaining in this truncated Gaussian
spectrum with respect to the SLD source power is determined
by

Pbundle

Psource
= erf ��ln 2�1/2 ��bundle

��FWHM
� , �8�

where erf is the error function defined as

erf ��� =
2

��
�

0

�

exp �− x2� dx . �9�

In Fig. 4�b�, the spectral bandwidth and light power cou-
pling into the fiber bundle are calculated versus the beam
incident angle on the grating for this SLD-based system.

Fig. 4 �a� Spectral profile coupled to the fibers and �b� tra
When a bandwidth of 10 nm was coupled to the fiber bundle,
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the power coupling efficiency was �24%, and if only 5 nm
was coupled to the fiber bundle, the power coupling drops to
10%. This indicated that reducing the bandwidth coupling to
further minimize the wavelength-dependent absorption among
the sources would cause a major reduction in the total power
delivered to the tissue. This, however, can be improved if a
source with higher power concentrated at a narrower band-
width can be employed.

4.2 Manipulation of the Spread-Spectral-Encoded
Data for Image Reconstruction

The geometry of the 27-mm imaging array is shown in Fig.
5�a�, where the eight source positions and eight detector po-
sitions are evenly interspersed. For any source, the eight de-
tectors form four sets of distances to the source and vice versa
for any detector. The spectral-encoded signals after the spec-
troscopic separation should then follow the pattern shown in
Fig. 5�b�, where the size of the white oval indicates the rela-
tive strength of the corresponding signal. In this idealized
scenario, the spectral band coupled to each fiber is distinctly
separated from the neighboring ones even though the fibers
are side by side because there are two layers of thin hard
cladding in between the neighboring fiber cores �15 �m of
cladding for a 600-�m fiber�. Thereby, the ovals or the re-
gions of detection �RODs� in Fig. 5�b� do not overlap along
the horizontal spectral-encoding direction, and these RODs
align in a column along the vertical direction. The actual ex-
perimental RODs after the spectral decoding were, however,
not clearly differentiated.

The typical spectral-encoding data taken by the CCD are
shown in Fig. 5�c�, where the gray scale has been compressed
to display all low-intensity regions. In Fig. 5�c� the RODs are
disguised by horizontal overlapping and vertical offsetting.
The vertical offset is due to slight misalignment of the fibers
in the fiber adaptor coupled to the spectrometer as well as the
astigmatism of the spectrometer. The horizontal overlapping
is predominantly due to the finite size of the source beams, the
imperfect collimation, and the different S-D distances that
make the signals uneven among channels. This horizontal
overlapping was nevertheless not a problem in Fig. 4�a� be-
cause the spectral encoding was measured for identical S-D

between the spectral bandwidth and the power coupling.
de-off
distances and the pattern was regular and repeatable.
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Each ROD must be quantified for data to be fed into the
image reconstruction algorithm. Since the spectral-encoding
profile is the convolution of a single-fiber-coupling profile
with the fiber-configuration function, the individual RODs
could be recovered by deconvolving the overlapped profile
with a point-spread function corresponding to the single-fiber
coupling. The result of this deconvolution to recover RODs is
given in Fig. 5�d�. The dotted Gaussian shape profile in the
middle is the measured single-fiber-coupling profile. The
dashed curve is formed by binning the 2-D data in Fig. 5�c�
onto the wavelength axis to create a 1-D profile similar to that
in Fig. 4�a�, and the solid curve is the result of the binning
over the data after it has been deconvolved by a measured
point-spread function. The spectral separation of eight source
channels is clear after the deconvolution, and the identifica-
tion of two RODs corresponding to the region in the small
dashed rectangle in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c� is given as an example
in the inset of Fig. 5�d�.

4.3 Shift-Free Encoding and Minimized
Reconstruction Uncertainty

When the 64 RODs were identified after the deconvolution,
one intensity data value was averaged for each ROD that ac-
counted for one S-D pair. At this point, the format of the data
for image formation was identical to that in the LD-based
system, therefore the data calibration and image reconstruc-

Fig. 5 �a� Imaging array geometry with eight sources �S� and eight det
�d� the results of deconvolution of the spectrum into individual sourc
tion methods used previously could be directly implemented.
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The data corresponding to 64 RODs required correction or
calibration to compensate for the uneven spectral profile
among the source channels and the systematic coupling non-
uniformity from the source fiber up to the CCD detector
plane. A calibration matrix was introduced for this purpose,16

which was calculated by fitting the measured S-D signals of a
known homogeneous medium versus the S-D distances to the
theoretical estimations. The validity of the calibration matrix
thus was determined by the stability of the spectral-coupling
profile. In the previous LD-based system, the instantaneous
wavelength-intensity fluctuation of each channel was indepen-
dent of the others; therefore the spectral profile used for cal-
culating the calibration matrix was not identical to those used
later for image sampling. In this SLD-based system, the spec-
tral encoding was from the single source; thereby the instan-
taneous intensity change of each coupled channel was always
correlated with those of other channels. Moreover, the use of
dispersion to create spectral encoding also prevented the cou-
pling profile from wavelength shifting. These two features
imply a more stable NIR tomography measurement.

The use of multiple LDs for spectral encoding introduced
an average of 1.0 and 1.2% signal intensity fluctuation over 1-
and 30-min periods, respectively. The average wavelength
shift observed for the LD-based system in a well-controlled
situation was 0.027 and 0.21 nm over 1- and 30-min periods,
respectively. The long-term wavelength shift over the course

�D�, �b� an idealized data pattern, �c� the measured data pattern, and
ibutions shown graphically.
ectors
of 30 min is greater than the spectrometer resolution of
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0.1 nm, and a 1.2% standard deviation in the intensity fluc-
tuation over this period introduced a 4.8% standard deviation
in the reconstructed absorption coefficient value over the
time. To evaluate the performance of this SLD-based spread-
spectral encoding in terms of wavelength shift and interchan-
nel intensity stability, quantitative measurements similar to
those for a LD-based system were conducted.

A 6.35-mm-diam solid phantom rod was positioned at the
middle between the center and the inner surface of the imag-
ing array filled by 0.5% Intralipid solution. The solid phantom
had an absorption coefficient �a of 0.0056 mm−1 and a re-
duced scattering coefficient �s� of 1.03 mm−1, which were
measured by a frequency-domain NIR tomography system at
Dartmouth College. The homogeneous Intralipid background
gave �a of 0.002 mm−1 and reduced scattering coefficient �s�
of 0.5 mm−1. A total of 300 frames of data were taken for
short-term measurement in 1 min at a frame rate of 5 Hz.
Similar to the measurement in the LD-based system, a total of
300 frames of data were also taken for long-term measure-
ment of a 30-min period, by simply recording 1 frame for
every 30 frames to reduce the data volume. The wavelength
stabilities of the eight source channels were measured from
the deconvolved curve shown in Fig. 5�d�, and the interchan-
nel intensity fluctuation was averaged for all 64 RODs after
the deconvolution. Table 1 shows the results, where those for
the LD-based system are listed as well for comparison.

The short-term and long-term wavelength shifts of this
system were of the order of 0.02 nm, or about 1/5 of the
spectrometer resolution. This subresolution shift more likely
resulted from the digitization of the signal rather than by the
occurrence of actual wavelength shift. Compared with the
LD-based system where the long-term wavelength shift was
substantially higher than the short-term shift, there is no
meaningful difference between the long-term and short-term
wavelength shifts in this SLD-based measurement. This vali-
dates that the use of a low-coherence source via dispersion
provides virtually shift-free spectral encoding among the
channels. The interchannel intensity fluctuation of this system
was less than, yet close to, that of the LD-based system. The
variation of the reconstructed �a value in the 300 frames ac-
quired in 30 min is plotted in Fig. 6. Compared with the
similar experiments in the LD-based system, the measure-
ment, however, is less clustered, and the uncertainty of the �a
value was 1.49% standard deviation, a value less than one
third of that observed in the LD-based system. Considering
that the intensity fluctuation was a perturbation to the image
reconstruction, the uncertainty of reconstructed �a values ap-
pears as an amplification of the data uncertainty. In the LD-

Table 1 Comparison of the wavelength coupling
the LD-based spectral encoding and SLD-based s

Wavelength Standard Dev

LDs SLD

Short term �1 min� 0.027 nm 0.023

Long term �30 min� 0.21 nm 0.022
based system, the 1.2% perturbation caused a 4 times ampli-
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fication of 4.8% in the reconstructed absorption coefficient
value; whereas in this SLD-based system, the 0.86% pertur-
bation ended up with only 1.49% of uncertainty in reconstruc-
tion, an amplification factor less than 2. The significantly re-
duced amplification of the intensity fluctuation in the SLD-
based system implies that the intensity fluctuation in this
configuration might be due to the measurement noise rather
than any systematic factor, and validates that a more accurate
and stable measurement could be made. Both the short-term
and long-term stability tests were repeated six times, and
similar results were obtained. The relatively small 1.49% re-
construction standard deviation of this 5-Hz rapid NIR to-
mography system indicated that there was good feasibility of
discerning subtle and rapid absorption variations in biological
tissues.

5 Results of Imaging Dynamic Objects and
Biological Events

5.1 Imaging Dynamic and Transient Absorption
Changes Induced in a Phantom

Dynamic phantom experiments were conducted to demon-
strate the 5-Hz sampling capability of this SLD-based NIR
tomography system by use of the same phantom as in Sec.
4.3. In the experiments leading to the images shown in Fig.
7�a�, the 6.35-mm-diam phantom rod was moved manually
along a circular path inside the 0.5% Intralipid medium, and
the manual revolution took slightly less than 2 s. A total of 10
frames were acquired at an interval of 0.2 s, as shown, where

ty and interchannel intensity fluctuation between
spectral encoding

Intensity Average Fluctuation �a Uncertainty

LDs SLD LDs SLD

1.0% 0.80% N.A. 1.27%

1.2% 0.86% 4.8% 1.49%

Fig. 6 Stability of the reconstruction over 30 min shown in terms of
the absorption coefficient �mua�. The plot is the peak value in the
stabili
pread-

iation

nm

nm
cross section of the phantom.
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the reconstructed phantom images give a clear course of
clockwise movement of the phantom starting from the �7
o’clock position. The images of the phantom rod are shown as
round in all reconstructions except for the ones corresponding
to 1.4 and 1.6 s, where the phantom might have been closer to
the inner surface of the imaging array.

Another example of dynamic phantom imaging is shown
in Fig. 7�b�. The 6.35-mm phantom rod was tilted with re-
spect to the normal axis of the imaging array. After the data
acquisition started, the phantom was immersed steadily into
the Intralipid medium along the inner surface of the imaging
array, and then pulled out in a reverse path. The 5-Hz sam-
pling results covering a total of 6 s are displayed, where the
time interval between the displayed successive images was
0.6 s. Thus only one of every three frames acquired is dis-
played for clarity. The image at 0.6 s shows no sign of the
occlusion when the lower end of the phantom had not inter-
sected the imaging plane. As the tilted phantom moved down,
the sensed cross section of the phantom translated toward the
center of the imaging array, and when it passed the array
center it moved farther away. When the phantom was pulled
back, the sensed phantom cross section followed just the op-
posite translation path. This is clearly illustrated by the five
images in the lower half of Fig. 7�b� that are the opposite of
those in the upper half. The results in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b�
demonstrate that this SLD-based NIR tomography system is
capable of imaging dynamic and transient absorption changes
at a 5-Hz sampling rate.

5.2 Imaging Periodical Absorption Responses
Induced by Voluntary Breath-Holding

The typical resting heart rate �HR� of an adult is between 60
and 100 beats per minute �bpm�, therefore the 5-Hz NIR to-
mography should be sufficient for measuring the absorption
changes when induced by normal heart rate pulsation in the
capillaries, as is measured by pulse oximetry. An example is
given in Fig. 8 to evaluate the feasibility of imaging hemody-
namic responses with this system. A male volunteer with a
resting HR of 72 bpm was imaged. The volunteer positioned
his little finger against the lower-left surface of the imaging
array, and practiced voluntary breath-holding starting from
when the image acquisition began, to provide a hemoglobin
variation signal that was not contaminated by breathing varia-
tion and motion artifact. A total of 50 frames were acquired in
10 s. One frame of the reconstructed image is displayed in the
upper right of Fig. 8. The cross section of the imaged finger
was approximately 13 mm, which corresponds well to the
higher absorption area in the image. To assess the time-
resolved absorption changes of the finger, the absorption co-
efficients within 15% difference from the peak value were
averaged for each frame. The global absorption changes in 50
frames of acquisition were compared with a simple simulated
response by assuming 12 pulsations in 10 s. The simulation
curve was placed under the curve of measurement to assess if
there was a periodic variation of the responses; thereby the
absolute value of the simulated curve is chosen arbitrarily.
Note that the variance of the global absorption values follow
the simulated periodic pattern quite well, except for the jitter-
ing between 1 and 2 s. The mean value of the global absorp-

−1
tion coefficient was 0.014 mm , which is close to the ex-
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pected value for human tissue.36 The variance of the global
absorption coefficient at the beginning of the breath-hold was
5.0%, and reduced gradually to 2.9% during the 10 s of
breath-holding. Both are above the measured system recon-
struction uncertainty of 1.5%.

6 Discussion
The simple in vivo study conducted here was chosen to evalu-
ate the system functionality in a well-known setting. The 10-s
period for the sampling of hemodynamics in the finger was
designed such that from the onset of breath-hold there would
not be a detectable change in HR and arterial oxygenation
saturation, yet a breath-hold could be used to minimize
breathing interference in the signal and motion artifact issues.
This current system measures only the absorption at this one
wavelength band, and thus does not discriminate oxygenated
hemoglobin from deoxygenated hemoglobin. So the absorp-
tion is the contribution from both types of hemoglobin as well
as other chromophores, such as water and potentially a small
contribution from lipid. Although the volunteer managed to
keep the finger in position, there is possible slight displace-
ment of the finger that cannot be avoided with in vivo studies.
It is well known that the sensitivity of DOT close to the
boundary and optodes is much higher, and a slight movement
away from the array surface may introduce a lower sensitivity
measurement to this absorption variance. This effect could
account for a reduction in the absorption variance during the
10 s of measurement. If the finger could be obstructively se-
cured for a longer time and a longer voluntary breath-hold
beyond 60 to 90 s could be achieved to overcome the oxygen
conservation due to the supply of oxygen to the blood from
the remaining air in the lungs, noticeable HR reduction could
be observed with these longer breath-holds, and a global ab-
sorption shift induced by the oxygen saturation change could
be identified. Nevertheless, the major objective of this work
was more technical than biological, which was to demonstrate
that a low-coherence source such as a SLD can be imple-
mented for rapid NIR tomography, and can provide improved
system stability. The distinct correlation of the measured glo-
bal absorption changes with the heart beat has demonstrated
the feasibility of hemodynamic imaging by rapid NIR tomog-
raphy based on this spread-spectral encoding from a low-
coherence source such as a SLD.

A frame rate of 5 Hz was achieved in this system, in com-
parison to the 35 Hz in the LD-based configuration. In spec-
tral encoding, the frame rate is primarily determined by the
illuminated light power versus the tissue volume if other im-
aging parameters are the same. The imaging array, spectrom-
eter, and CCD were almost identical in both systems. In the
LD-based setup each of the 8 LDs contributed 10 mW of
power to the tissue volume, and a 35-Hz frame rate was ob-
tained by a CCD gain setting at 0; however, in this SLD-based
system the single source has only 20 mW of output, and the
illumination power of each source channel may be less than
1 mW after the loss by grating dispersion and the splitting
among eight fibers. At this low power, the CCD gain had to be
set higher and the exposure time had to be set longer to
achieve a 5-Hz frame rate capable of imaging hemodynamic
changes in tissue. When a smaller tissue volume was imaged,

a similar SLD-based setup could lead to higher frame rate.
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Fig. 7 Imaging of dynamic phantoms is shown with experimental data for �a� a rotating object within a phantom and �b� an object being immersed

in the liquid medium of the phantom.
Fig. 8 Imaging of finger during 10 s of breath-holding. The curve shows near-periodic variation of the global absorption value of the finger, and it
is correlated to the heart rate of the subject. The global absorption variation is 5.0% at the beginning of the acquisition, and reduces to 2.9% at the

end of the 10-s imaging period.
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This was confirmed by the 8-Hz frame rate obtained by the
endoscopic NIR tomography,18 where the external tissue vol-
ume interrogated by a 12-mm-diam endoscopic NIR probe
may be less than the internal tissue volume of this 27-mm
imaging array.

Increasing the integrating time of CCD will improve the
SNR to account for the weak illumination scenario as in this
SLD-based setup; however, this will certainly trade off in the
imaging speed. Using CCD is also not desirable if in the
future frequency-domain detection is to be implemented to
differentiate the absorption and scattering properties of tissue,
when in such efforts signal integration time may not be in-
creased. The source power thus sets the ultimate limit of SNR
as well as the achievable imaging speed.

The use of spread-spectral encoding from a low-coherence
source renders that, in principle, more source fibers can be
coupled to improve the image resolution and reconstruction
accuracy. Adding on more source fibers, however, will reduce
the illumination power of each channel, and therefore higher
power density sources will be necessary along with any de-
sign that increases the number of source channels, if the sam-
pling speed is to be maintained. The SLD source was utilized
in this system for its portability and availability. In terms of
the specifications, the source is far from ideal. Only 12 out of
40 nm FWHM was effectively coupled to the fiber, therefore
a great portion of the source power was wasted. If the source
power were concentrated in the coupled spectral band, a
higher imaging speed could have been obtained for the given
imaging array, or a larger imaging field of view could be
achieved for the same sampling speed. If a more dedicated
low-coherence source can be employed, it would be feasible
to develop a video-rate imaging speed or apply the system to
image larger tissue volumes.

In conclusion, the single SLD-based spectral encoding de-
scribed here was shown to perform favorably over the LD-
based system, in particular the stability and certainty of NIR
tomography, except for the frame rate. The data acquisition
and processing was sufficient for in vivo studies, and the
wavelength band used was suitable for hemoglobin-based dy-
namic studies. Future advancement of this technology may
provide a robust means of faster and more accurate measure-
ments of hemodynamics.
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